Tarot Card Spreads
For General Readings:

Day to Day Reality Spread, Nancy Antenucci
~A simple yet reliable 3 card spread that is a great way to get an overall
view of where you currently are in your life.
3 Card Daily Spead, by Emerald Lotus Divination
~This 3 card spread gets a little more focused on your actual day.
Kick It, Divvy It, Rock It Spread, Glitterati Tarot
~Like breaking down your tasks in The Badass Planner, the Tarot is helping
you to see what’s best to let go of, divvy out, or make the best of—great for
a daily spread or for more of an overview of your life at the moment.
Overview Spread, by Sarah Berry
~I love this 6 card basic overview where you get a great idea of where you
are, what you moving away from, what could influence or test you in the
near future, and what is influencing your choices right now.
Badass Monthly Spread, Glitterati Tarot
~This 7 card spread helps you figure out what to let go of and learn from
the month before, and how to kick butt in the next 30 days. I recommend
having this during the first week of the month. Purchase the 12 month
package for $275 and you end up getting a month for free! Weeee!

Tarot Card Spreads
Specific Readings:
New Beginnings Spread, by Glitterati Tarot
A great spread to do when you are starting something new, This simple yet
effective 6 card layout helps you to move forward with wisdom and confidence.
The Relationship Spread, by Nancy Antenucci
This 6 card spread helps you gain insight into any kind of relationship; love,
friendship, a business partnership, etc.
Point the Way Spread by Linda Farmer
Having a hard time figuring out what your next move is and/or which way to
go? Let the cards point the way with this 6 card spread.
Achieving a Goal Spread by Ralston Edwards
Got something you want to rock out? This 6 card spread will help you figure out
the steps to take and how to dig deep into what you want to help you do just that.
Make Your Own Luck Spread, by Glitterati Tarot
Feel like you are experiencing nothing but bad luck lately? This 7 card spread will
help you break things down and feel more in control to turn things around.
NRT Spread, by James Wells
NRT = Next Right Thing. When you are wondering what exactly the next right
thing is for you to do and or experience, this is the 8 card spread for you.

Tarot Card Spreads
A Little Somethin’ Extra

Mid-Year Check In, by Owl and Bone Tarot - $35
Oh how I love this spread! Not just to be done in July, this 12 card spread
will take a look at lessons you’ve learned from the past 6 months, your
themes for the next 6 months, and your opportunities for growth.
Birthday/New Year Spread, by Biddy Tarot - $35
Such a fun spread to do on or around your birthday, or to start off the new
year with great intention!! Biddy is the bomb, and she gets down to the nitty
gritty from everything to your relationships, career, health and beyond with
this 12 card spread--learn from your past year and get yourself ready to rock
our your next trip around the sun.
The Badass Celtic Cross Spread, by Glitterati Tarot- $35
In the theme of manifesting some serious Badassery, I’ve taken the tried and
true Celtic Cross Tarot Spread and tweaked it a bit to get right down to
business. This is a great spread to do when you are focusing on something
very specific, as it brings you through all aspects of that situation.

